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Inspired by the sea-washed shores of the Mediterranean, the Sundance Villa 
captures the vibrant and colourful seaside personifying the splendid chic and rustic 
mood. Exploring the Aegean and Ionian seas’ rich waters, up from Samothraki 
down to Rhodes Island and Fiscardo Bay, MINDTHEGAP navigated through old 
yachting ports and some of the most secluded private and sunny beaches in search 
for nautical bliss. 

The new collection pairs supple Mediterranean style linens and cottons with 
fabulous locally inspired patterns, while the finishing of our cushions and 
furnishings exemplify European craft.  

The abundance of wild sea life with plush seaweed, fantastic seashells, and corals 
inspired the designers to create a collection of wallpapers and fabrics that reflects a 
distinctive seaside aesthetic. Truly unique and charming, our range of patterns also 
features handmade Ikat drawings, specific to Aegean culture and some authentic 
Greek elements re-imagined by our talented artists. 

The tranquil elegance of the coastal lifestyle is juxtaposed by the eclectic mix of 
luxury and comfort, brought to life by endless nautical shades of blue, red, and 
white. Iconic Greek architectural elements are harmoniously incorporated into 
complex, lavish murals, while elegant nautical stripes and geometric drawings 
complete the bold selection of statement designs. 

Immerse yourself in sunkissed island life and the blue waves of the Mediterranean, 
and enjoy the carefree lifestyle that this collection inspires.

M E D I T E R R A N E A N H O M E C O L L E C T I O N
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S U M M E R T I M E

WALLPAPERS
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SEALIFE INSPIRED

AQUARIUM 

AQUARIUM
#WP20567

AQUARIUM Indigo
#WP20568 

This mural like wallpaper is a true visual work of art, depicting Rhodes island 
architectural style in Aegean traditional shades of yellow and blue. Summer vibes 

come through the stylish palm trees and sandy details, as the entire design is printed 
over 3 rolls for larger emphasis on the island-life atmosphere it wants to create.

RHODES Mural
AEGEAN SCENERY

RHODES Mural
WP20570

Splendid corals, parrotfish and tender seaweed come together in the luxuriant 
pattern of the AQUARIUM wallpaper. Adding charm and joy to any space, the 

design beautifully traces the shapes and colours of intriguing fish species, 
encountered on a sun-blessed holiday somewhere in the Mediterranean sea. 

Available in two versions: polychromatic or monochrome in blue. 
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THE VILLA Mural Yellow
#WP20575

THE VILLA Mural Red
#WP20576

True expression of a marvellous Greek villa, this sophisticated mural design is a statement work of art. Fabulous 
Hellenic ornaments and motifs are combined in a hand-painted large design showing seaside inspired elements in a 

bold wallpaper design that reminds of an ancient palace wall. Available in sunny yellow or deep sunset red.

LUXURY LEISURE

THE VILLA
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CONCHOLOGY DECOR

COQUILLAGE

COQUILLAGE
#WP20572

COQUILLAGE Samba Red
#WP20573

Petrified seashells, ancient limestone and other various 
sea rocks belonging to ancient Greece’s marvellous legacy 

are elegantly displayed in this gallery-like wallpaper. 
Available in deep blue and crimson red, the COQUILLAGE 

wallcovering is a large pattern created on 3 rolls to remind 
of the old school conchology plates.

Highlighted in traditional deep-sea blue and fresh-lemon yellow 
shades, the ZAKYNTHOS wallpaper brings together all the marine 
symbols in a beautiful, rich pattern. Authentic Greek vibes ooze 

through the fancy details of sea tangle and delicate fish.

MARINE SYMBOLS

ZAKYNTHOS

ZAKYNTHOS
#WP20569
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With an intricate, sunny design, this fancy wallcovering embodies a 
dainty pattern of authentic South Italian tiles. Tiny lemony details, 
contoured in bright blues and pure white make for a beautiful and 

delicate design, reminding of a perfect Mediterranean holiday. 

AUTHENTIC PATTERN

SARDEGNA TILES

SARDEGNA TILES
#WP20574

WONDERFUL CREATURES

UNDERWATER LIFE
Beautifully detailed, the UNDERWATER SEALIFE design praises all the 
wonderful creatures that live in the waters of the Mediterranean Sea. 
From seashells, crabs and starfish all the way to white cod, halibut and 
scorpionfish, the hellenic seas abound in aquatic species. Created in a 

seaside colour scheme, the entire design is joyful yet stylish. 

UNDERWATER LIFE
#WP20565



AUTHENTIC THRACIAN PATTERN

SAMOTHRAKI

Following Hellenic history back to some of its North-Eastern roots, 
the SAMOTRAKI design emphasises the exotic wilderness of some 
of Greece’s remote places. Bearing the name of a gods blessed island, 
SAMOTHRAKI is an ancient Thracian pattern created in warm red 
shades and washed out sea blue hues, a perfect background to your 
summer getaway. 

SAMOTHRAKI
#WP20571 
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Wavy shades of blue and red dance against a deep indigo background, 
in an authentic Greek Ikat pattern that manifests local traditions. With 
big handmade strokes of colour, the pattern gives a spectacular visual 

impact, adding richness and Mediterranean style to any interior. 

GREEK IKAT PATTERN

MEDITERRANEO Indigo

MEDITERRANEO Indigo
#WP20566

MEDITERRANEAN GEMS

CORALLIA 
A beautiful close-up to the rich anemone and sea corals found in remote places of 
Greece, this wallpaper brings to life the vivid colours found underwater. Elegant 

Madrepora coral details are seen behind the yachting ropes, adding texture and depth 
to the entire design. The pattern is available in a light or dark background shade. 

CORALLIA
#WP20564

CORALLIA Dark
#WP20563
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Depicting seaside memories on board of an old yacht, the SEAMAN’s 
JOURNAL wallpaper lays out marine details of the abundant 

underwater life, as well as specific birds and plants found in the area. 
Available in a soft sand shade or indigo background, the fine details 

give a tridimensional appearance to the entire design.

SAILING MEMORIES

SEAMAN’S JOURNAL

SEAMAN’S JOURNAL Indigo
#WP20561

SEAMAN’S JOURNAL
#WP20562
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MEDITERRANEAN SCENERY

AZURE Mural

Serene Greek vibes breeze through this carefully detailed work of art, 
painted out in pristine blue. Inspired by ancient Mediterranean handmade 
tiles, the AZURE mural wallpaper sets the background of a paradisiac 
summer home, shrouded in a light cyan-blue hues. 

A mesmerising statement wallcovering full of vibrant details showing a 
scenic view of the Mediterranean coast somewhere in France. 

AZURE Mural
#WP20560
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C O M P L E M E N TA RY

WALLPAPERS
The Complementary Collection was created as an addition to our range of premium designer collection, showing curated 

designs drawn by our talented artists to match and complement our statement wallpapers.

As a novelty for our wallpaper range, The Complementary Collection comes in standard sizes of 52cm x 1000cm rolls, 
covering an approximate area of 5.2sqm. Our new range is exclusively produced in England, made of the fi nest nonwoven 

wallpaper base, by using printing methods that leave a minimal mark on the environment.
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Curvy and graceful, SEA WAVES is inspired by old Japanese block prints, creating 
an ethereal feel that traces the outline of the deep sea waves. Available in neutral, 

taupe or blue hues, it delicately decorates the walls of any interior.

JAPANESE BLOCKPRINT

SEA WAVES

SOPHISTICATED LIFESTYLE

MEDITERRANEAN
LOBSTERS 

With a pattern that revives the depths of the Aegean seas, the 
MEDITERRANEAN LOBSTERS wallpaper creates a mood of richness and 

extravagance found at the core of the leisure Mediterranean way of life. 
Choose between the three available shades: white, red and light grey, all 

emphasising the marine character of the design.

SEA WAVES Light Blue
#WP30060

SEA WAVES Neutral
#WP30061

SEA WAVES Taupe
#WP30062

MEDITERRANEAN 
LOBSTERS Light Grey 
#WP30063

MEDITERRANEAN 
LOBSTERS White
#WP30065

MEDITERRANEAN 
LOBSTERS Red
#WP30064
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SEAPORT PLAID Red
#WP30066

SEAPORT PLAID Cream
#WP30068

SEAPORT PLAID Navy Blue
#WP30067

CLASSIC LUXURY

SEAPORT PLAID
A stylish decorative design, SEAPORT PLAID is a staple of 

luxurious yachting interiors, conferring an inviting and 
charming feel of elegance yet complementing well any 

bold decor. Available in red, cream and blue colour schemes, 
SEAPORT reminds of the French seaside villas back in the 70’s. 

AEGEAN TILES Red
#WP30052

AEGEAN TILES Leather
#WP30054

AEGEAN TILES Seacrest
#WP30053

AEGEAN TILES Indigo
#WP30051

AEGEAN TILES Ultramarine Green
#WP30050

HELLENIC MOTIF

AEGEAN TILES
Bringing an homage to ancient Hellenic culture, the AEGEAN TILES wallpaper 

beautifully exposes the vivid symbol of the old civilisation. Available in 5 
different monochromatic schemes, from emerald to algae and deep sea 

tones, this pattern is a lovely complement reminding of the old Greek style.
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MYKONOS VILLA MOTIF 
Azure
#WP30041

MYKONOS VILLA MOTIF 
Island Green
#WP30040

MYKONOS VILLA MOTIF 
Taupe
#WP30042

MYKONOS VILLA MOTIF 
White Sand
#WP30043

MYKONOS VILLA MOTIF 
Lemon
#WP30044

Mediterranean Inspiration

MYKONOS VILLA MOTIF
Fine ornaments showing decorative algae are highlighted in this delicate 

embellished pattern, creating a luxurious decorative wallpaper. Feel the warmth 
of a hot summer’s day wrapped within the walls of a splendid holiday villa. This 
complementary design is available in green, light blue, taupe and yellow tones.
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KORALION Seagrass
#WP30049

SEALIFE ORNAMENTS

KORALION

KORALION Mineral Green
#WP30047

KORALION Aquamarine
#WP30045

KORALION Seacrest
#WP30046

KORALION Indigo
#WP30048

Follow the wavy curves of this elegant sea life design, as you emerge deep in the Mediterranean vibes with 
this pattern full of hand-drawn corals. Available in shades of grey, sea-blue, algae-green, sand-taupe and 

lagoon-emerald, the KORALION wallpaper is a stylish decorative design easy to be assorted in any interior.
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KATALIN STRIPE  
Seaport Blue
#WP30070

TURKISH IKAT Foliage
#WP30055

KATALIN STRIPE  
White Sand
#WP30069

TURKISH IKAT Indigo
#WP30059

TURKISH IKAT Neutral
#WP30057

TURKISH IKAT Taupe
#WP30056

KATALIN STRIPE 
Ultramarine Green
#WP30071

TURKISH IKAT Tangerine
#WP30058

ELEGANT SIMPLICITY

KATALIN STRIPE
Simple, yet commanding, the KATALIN STRIPE wallpaper complements 

perfectly all the SUNDANCE VILLA statement designs, adding style 
and elegance to more intricate patterns. Discover it in three available 

colours: white sand, ultramarine green or seaport blue.

Creating a distinct style, this textile-like pattern inspired by an old Turkish 
fabric gives depth and perspective, as warm and comforting vibes become part 

of the entire design. Made in five different monochromatic colour schemes, 
from neutral and light taupe to tangerine, foliage green and indigo. 

AUTHENTIC PATTERNS

TURKISH IKAT
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M E D I T E R R A N E A N  I N S P I R E D

DECORATIVE FABRICS
Inspired by one of the richest cultural heritage of the world, the Sundance Villa fabric collection 

shows marvellous patterns and motifs of ancient artistry painted in vibrant maritime colours used 
by nature to show the Mediterranean scenery, as well as the mighty character of the mythological 
Greek gods. Made of natural linens and cottons, as well as other fi ber blends that are used in some 
of the fabrics, our range of home fabrics features an abundance of seaside inspired patterns, Ikat 

drawings, specifi c to the Aegean culture, all refl ecting a distinctive seaside aesthetic.
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MEDITERRANEO IKAT
#FB00062

N A T U R A L  L I N E N

MEDITERRANEO IKAT
True Mediterranean colours blend beautifully together in an elegant story of Greek inspired summer’s bliss. Throughout 
the entire design, shapes and soft strokes of paint retrace the character of the sun-kissed poppy flowers dancing in the 

soft sea breeze on washed background. Inspired by the traditional dyeing technique of Ikat, the MEDITERRANEO IKAT is a 
heavy weight linen ideally to be used for upholstery, draperies and soft furnishings. 

CALYPSO
#FB00060

O R G A N I C  C O T T O N

CALYPSO
Inspired by mythical stories of ancient Greece, the CALYPSO 
fabric design displays bright details of the deep Ionian sea 

in authentic Hellenic colours. The vibrant yellow blends 
elegantly with the blue shades in a perfect harmony that 
pleases the Gods of ancient Greece. Made of 100% natural 
cotton, the fabric is stonewashed for adding softness and 

character, making for an impressive visual layout when used 
for upholstery and soft furnishings.
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SAMOTHRAKI
#FB00066

Following hellenic history back to some of its North-Eastern 
roots, the SAMOTRAKI fabric emphasises the exotic wilderness 

of some of Greece’s remote places. Bearing the name of a 
gods blessed island, SAMOTHRAKI is an ancient Thracian 

pattern created in warm red shades and washed out sea blue 
hues, a perfect background to your summer getaway. Made of 
natural cotton, SAMOTRHAKI is recommend to be used for soft 

furnishings and curtains or blinds. 

S A M O T H R A K I
AUTHENTIC THRACIAN PATTERN

PARADEISOS
#FB00063

S T O N E W A S H E D  F A B R I C

PARADEISOS
Delicately shading nature’s beauty, the PARADEISOS linen 

shows a botanical inspired pattern reminding of the seaside 
vibes coming from a remote Mediterranean island. In a 

luxuriant design of lush leaves, the abundance and serenity 
of an exotic getaway oozes through in vibrant indigo 

hues. The fabric is stonewashed to give more softness and 
character to the natural fibres, being recommended to be 

used for upholstery and soft furnishings.
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PHOENICIA BATIK
#FB00064

RHODES
#FB00065

N A T U R A L  L I N E N

PHOENICIA BATIK

O R G A N I C  C O T T O N

RHODES

In a mesmerising symmetry of shapes and colours, the layout 
of the PHOENICIA BATIK is in complete harmony with the 

Mediterranean spirit. Noble shades of deep blue and coral red 
emerge from the beautiful ornamental pattern revived from the 

sun burnt ancient earth. Made of natural linen, PHOENICIA evokes 
authentic floral and symbolic motifs present in the Aegean culture. 

Summer vibes come through the stylish palm trees and sandy 
hand-painted details of this charming pattern depicting 

Rhodes architectural style in Hellenic traditional shades of 
yellow and blue. The RHODES fabric is made of natural cotton, 

being stonewashed to give an authentic feel and softness. 
Recommended to be used for upholstery and soft furnishings.
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AEGEAN Indigo 
#FB00059

AEGEAN 
#FB00058

With a true Mediterranean-inspired design, the AEGEAN fabric 
displays wonderful island-life details, all oozing calm holiday 
vibes. With a fine texture given by the natural fibres of this fabric, 
AEGEAN is ideal to be used for soft furnishings, curtains or blinds. 
Printed and stonewashed for more softness, the layout charms 
with soft navy shades of blue, white and lobster red. This pattern 
is also available against a dark indigo background, on a mixed 
fabric composition.

M E D I T E R R A N E A N  F A B R I C S

AEGE AN

IONIAN
#FB00061

Deep from the Ionian sea comes this imposingly wonderful 
Ikat pattern, with the same strength in character as the 

amazing underwater world. Printed on 100% natural linen, 
the IONIAN fabric displays marvellous details of aquatic 

plants that thrive in the elongated bay of the Mediterranean 
Sea. Use this fabric for upholstery and soft furnishings.

N A T U R A L  L I N E N

IONIAN
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KATALIN STRIPE Heavy Linen
#FB00055

RHUBARB STRIPE Heavy Linen
#FB00054

HERINA STRIPE Heavy Linen
#FB00056

H E AV Y  L I N E N

KATALIN STRIPE

H E AV Y  L I N E N

RHUBARB 
STRIPE

H E AV Y  L I N E N

HERINA STRIPE

A provincial and royal blend, the woven KATALIN STRIPE 
fabric is the expression of original folk style in patrician 

colours. An excellent complementary fabric made of heavy 
linen stonewashed for more softness.

Dim stripes of rhubarb-red give density and 
depth to this delicate, yet compelling design. 

Magnetising the attention with soft lines of thick 
rhizomes woven in the fabric, the RHUBARB 
STRIPE heavy linen possesses full character 
being an excellent complementary fabric.

Inspired by the evangelical church in Herina, Transylvania, 
this bountiful woven heavy linen fabric has late Romanesque 

influences, displayed through a delicate colour palette and the 
mixed different stripes. An excellent complementary fabric 

made of heavy linen stonewashed for more softness.

FINEST QUALITY
WOVEN LINEN

L INEN IN  DETA IL

Our premium quality linen woven fabrics were developed exclusively for our range of home textiles. We have 
replicated rare and authentic linen and hemp woven stripes that were used long time ago all around the 

Mediterranean. This range of heavy linen fabrics is made 100% of natural linen and hemp in a weaving factory 
in Turkey, all fabrics beeing stonewashed to add character and softness. The solid fabric made these materials 

ideal to be used for any type of home furnishing, from upholstery to draperies or chair cushions.




